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• Low water solubility (log Kow ≥ ~4)
• Major classes of HOCs of concern
– Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
• Generated by incomplete combustion
• Found in urban areas (vehicles, etc.), thermal power plants, coal gasification plants,
petroleum-related facilities, etc.
• Main focus has been on parent-PAHs, but alkylated-PAHs can be also of interest
(similar behavior and comparable toxicity)
• Alkylated-PAHs dominant in petroleum (>90% of total)

Parent-PAHs

Alkylated-PAHs
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– Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
• Used as insulator, plasticizer, flame retardants, etc.
• Banned in the 1970s
• But still of concern (highly persistent, endocrine disrupting)
#2

– Chlorinated pesticides
• DDT and its metabolites
• Methoxychlor, dieldrin, chlordane, toxaphene, …
• Highly persistent

• Significance of HOC contamination
– PCBs & PAHs are major risk-driving contaminants at contaminated sites in the
U.S. (USEPA, 2005)
• PCBs – one of risk drivers for 58% of sediment sampling stations in the U.S. where
adverse effects are probable
• PAHs – 8%
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• In the presence of an external
contaminant source, sediment acts
as a repository of HOCs
• When the external source is
eliminated, sediment acts as an
HOC source
• Enters the food chain either by
sediment intake by benthic
organisms or release to water
column
Ghosh et al. ES&T Feature, 2011#3
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• Society of Environmental Toxicology &
Chemistry (SETAC) 2012 Workshop
• 40+ faculty-level researchers
• Passive sampling guideline series in
IEAM
#4

#5-#10
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• Consensus: absolute HOC concentration in sediment (Csed) is NOT
a valid indicator of HOC risk
• Cfree as an alternative indicator
– Freely-dissolved aqueous HOC concentration: refers to the dissolved form of
HOCs in water that is not associated with dissolved organic matter (DOM) or
other species
– Consensus: (at least) a better indicator or HOC bioavailability than Csed
– Cfree is a direct indicator of “chemical activity” (or fugacity) in a multi-phase
system
• At equilibrium, bioaccumulation of HOCs would be proportional to chemical
activity

– Movement towards the use of Cfree for regulation
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• Large volume requirement
– Cfree for HOCs is quite low
detectability

large volume is needed to ensure

• Disturbance of the equilibrium during collection and analysis
• Difficulty to separate freely-dissolved species from DOMbound species
• Labor and cost issues
Comparison of a water sample before (right) and after (left) the DOM removal:
DOM removed by a simplified (!!) flocculation technique developed by Ghosh et
al. (2000, ES&T)#11
Now, the remaining steps are: liquid-liquid extraction (≥ 3 times) using hexane,
moisture removal using sodium sulfate anhydrous, sample concentration under
nitrogen stream, solvent exchange to cyclohexane (for PAHs), cleanup column,
another sample concentration, and instrumental analysis
(estimated total labor time of ~ 10 hrs/sample, except for time required for
sampling)
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• Add a polymeric passive sampler into the sediment, collect
the sampler after a certain period of exposure, determine
Cpolymer, and use the value to calculate Cfree

#5
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• Low-density polyethylene (LDPE), polyoxymethylene (POM),
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), …
• Linear HOC partitioning between polymer and water
• Large partitioning coefficient can accumulate substantial
amount of HOCs remarkably enhanced sensitivity
• Inexpensive and easily available
• Easy to analyze HOC concentration
(using a simple extraction technique
and minimal cleanup requirements)
• Versatile applications: can fit into any
scaffold
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Measurement of depth-profile of sediment pore-water HOC
concentrations in the field
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Measurement of aqueous HOC concentration in the lab
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Sediment-water HOC flux measurement
(courtesy: Diana Lin, Stanford Univ.)
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Depth-profile of HOC Cfree in the water column
(courtesy: Diana Lin, Stanford Univ.)
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• Equilibrium sampling
– Exposure the passive sampler to the environment for a duration that is
sufficient to achieve equilibrium for HOC partitioning
– Applicable for laboratory deployment (or field deployment for relatively
small/less hydrophobic contaminants)
– Basic concept
,

=

·
=

,

/

– Ways to ensure that the exposure duration is sufficient for equilibrium
• Collect passive samplers at different exposure durations
[equilibrium if Cpolymer ≠ f(time)]
• Deploy passive samplers with different thicknesses
[equilibrium if Cpolymer ≠ f(thickness)]
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• Non-equilibrium sampling
– Equilibration time estimated for typical HOCs (e.g., PCBs, PAHs) in the field:
months to years to decades
– Equilibrium sampling not practically viable in most cases of field applications

• Current approach for non-equilibrium passive sampling
– Use of “performance reference compounds (PRCs)”
• PRCs: analytically non-interfering chemicals that are embedded in the passive
sampler prior to environmental exposure (Ghosh, …, Choi et al., IEAM, 2014)
ex) contaminant: phenanthrene PRC: d10-phenanthrene
#12

d10-phenanthrene structure. All hydrogens are substituted with deuterons.
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1) Impregnate passive sampler with
PRCs
PRC in solvent

Passive sampler

2) Expose the sampler to
the target media

3) After exposure, analyze
both the target
contaminant and PRC
concentration in the
sampler [C(texp), CPRC(texp)]
4) Calculate the fraction of the PRC released
out of sampler [1-CPRC(texp)/CPRC0]

5) Calculate the fraction of the target contaminant
accumulated in the sampler compared to the
equilibrium value [C(texp)/C(∞)]
6) Calculate target contaminant concentration at
equilibrium [C(∞)]
7) Obtain Cfree [= C(∞)/Kpolymer-water]
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• PRC method reasonably works for most situations, but has been
criticized by some researchers
• Basic assumption of the PRC method: “isotropic exchange kinetics”
– The rate of PRC dissipation from the sampler is expressed in exactly the same
way as the rate of target contaminant accumulation by the sampler

• Experiments show that the isotropic exchange kinetics assumption
may not hold
– Because of the resistance of a PRC for dissipation from the sampler
– More significantly, because of the resistance of a target contaminant for
desorption from the sediment
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